CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY NOTICE

Christmas Brook Culvert

September 27, 2017

Weston Field, Latham & Meacham Street, Heating Plant Drive, Dirt Parking Lot Area and Water Street.

This correspondence provides an update for the Christmas Brook Culvert.

**Work Activities: Potential Start Date**

**Impact to Adjacencies:**

- This notice is being sent as a reminder that construction related to the replacement of the Christmas Brook Culvert Replacement is scheduled to begin at the end of October/beginning of November. A conceptual rendering showing the location of the new culvert is attached.
- At various stages throughout construction, some roads and sidewalks will be closed as a result of this work. A full traffic management plan with specific dates will be circulated prior to construction starting.
- It is proposed to begin construction on Water Street and head west through the dirt parking lot. It is possible that some work will start at the Weston Field Complex, but not before Homecoming.
- The work is scheduled to take 12 months to complete.
- During construction, this project will greatly impact your ability to navigate throughout the work area listed above in a timely fashion. There will be one way roads, temporary traffic lights, temporary sidewalks, police details for taking deliveries along sides of the roads, parking inconveniences and noise associated with substantial earthwork excavation (back up alarms, ledge removal, driving steel beams and sheets 20’-30’ vertically into the ground using heavy machinery).
- More information will be distributed in the coming weeks.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:

Jason Moran  
Sr. Project Manager  
Williams College  
(413) 597-4527  
Jmoran2@williams.edu